MISO-PJM JOA
IPSAC
Series on Metrics and Process
Next Steps

October 2, 2014
MISO/PJM Request Stakeholder Input

• Please designate the following areas as “important” or “unimportant” to resolve for interregional coordination
  – Should joint metrics continue to be calculated
  – If joint metrics are needed, how many and what is their use
  – How JOA metrics are calculated
  – Data assumptions issues in coordinated planning
  – Regional planning difference issues
  – Other, please list
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• For each “important” item:
  – rank their criticality and priority to coordinated planning
  – briefly describe an approach to advance the discussion

• For reference:
  – Metrics: currently MTEP/RTEP/JOA combinations of Production Cost and Load Cost and Adjustments
  – Process: MTEP/RTEP reliability coordination
  – Process: MTEP/RTEP MEP coordination
  – Process: Interregional JOA coordination
• In-person - Friday, October 24th, Carmel, 9-3 ET – tentative agenda
  – Review stakeholder comments
  – Discuss and prioritize the issues
  – Discuss next steps/meetings and process
  – ??
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• **MISO Contact**
  – Adam Solomon
  – [asolomon@misoenergy.org](mailto:asolomon@misoenergy.org)
  – (317) 249-5838

• **PJM Contact**
  – Chuck Liebold
  – [Chuck.liebold@pjm.com](mailto:Chuck.liebold@pjm.com)
  – 610-666-8281